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The Modulatory Effects of Acupuncture and Herbal Formula on White Blood Cell 
Hematopoiesis in a Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Patient: A Case Report

Abstract
Background: Chemotherapy is critical to Triple-Negative 
Breast Cancer (TNBC) patients due to the negative response 
to hormonal and target therapy. Chemotherapy-induced 
neutropenia is one of the major side effects that prematurely 
discontinue or terminate cancer treatment. Reports indicate 
that the granulocyte colony-stimulating factor is widely used 
to raise the white blood cell count and is associated with  
neo-carcinogenesis despite pre-existing cancer.

Objectives: This report aims to examine the modulatory 
effect of acupuncture and herbal formula on endogenous 
white blood cell hematopoiesis in a TNBC patient during 
chemotherapy.

Materials and Findings: A 52-year-old female diagnosed with 
TNBC was managed with acupuncture and herbal formula 
alongside conventional chemotherapy. Acupuncture (twice/
week, 40 min/session), daily herbal decoctions, and magnets 
on HT 5 and PC 6 at a designated time in a day were introduced 
two weeks before administering Taxotere. The white blood 
cell count was monitored one week after the chemotherapy 
and re-checked the day before the next Taxotere injection. 
The liver and renal functions, hemoglobin, and body weight 
were recorded. Totally four courses of acupuncture/formula 
interventions were carried out. White blood cell count rose to 
normal before each Taxotere administration. The considerable 
increment disproportionates the chemotherapeutic agent’s 
cumulative toxicity to the liver and kidney functions, while 
body weight and hemoglobin level remain relatively stable 
during the course.

Conclusions: White blood cell production can be modulated 
by regulating sympathetic activities in a TNBC patient. 
The finding implies that autonomic dysfunctions and  
immune-associated disorders may benefit from the protocol.

Keywords: Case report; Chemotherapy-induce neutropenia; 
Triple-negative breast cancer; Acupuncture; Hematopoiesis; 
Herbal formula

Introduction
Chemotherapy (CT) is one of the limited available therapeutic 

options besides surgery and radiotherapy for the treatment of 
Triple-Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC) due to its negative responses 
to hormonal and target therapy [1-3]. Chemotherapeutic drugs 
often cause Chemotherapy-Induced Neutropenia (CIN) that 
prematurely discontinues the therapy and leaves patients 
susceptible to lethal infections [4-6]. Therefore, increasing the 
White Blood Cell (WBC) count to accomplish the CT courses is 
vital for TNBC patients to lower the recurrence and increase the 
survival rate.

Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) is widely used 
to mobilize hematopoietic stem cells and multiply the WBC to 
counteract CIN [7,8]. However, G-CSF is also associated with 
highly aggressive and poor prognostic secondary tumor formation 
[9]. The G-CSF's tumor-promoting effect raised the concern of 
increasing the risk of developing additional malignancies besides 
TNBC.

Acupuncture has been incorporated into the cancer treatment 
protocol, but the procedures were not systemized, and the clinical 
results were inconsistent [10,11]. However, acupuncture may 
effectively regulate Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) activities 
and treats ANS-associated disorders by balancing sympathetic 
and parasympathetic excitement [12]. Furthermore, increasing 
evidence also supports the ANS activities link to hematopoiesis, 
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Growing data supports that acupuncture positively correlates 
to neurotransmitters, endocrine, and immune activities [34-37]. 
However, the five elements' core theory of "a mother-element 
generates the son-element" does not fulfill the law of nature 
that Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and acupuncture have 
claimed. Unlike the "mother-only" conception, almost all species 
in nature require both genders to reproduce next generations [38]. 
Clinical reports indicated that incorporating a "father element" 
into the foundation and clinical practice resolved intractable pain 
and functional disorders with significant outcomes [39-41].

In this report, a Neutrophil-Stimulating Protocol (NSP) derived 
from the Power of Nature Acupuncture Medical System (PONAMS) 
was applied to a TNBC patient to examine the modulatory effects 
of acupuncture and herbal formula on the acupuncture-ANS-
hematopoiesis lineage in a TNBC patient during CT.

Case Presentation
Profile of the study subject

In summary, a 52-year-old Asian female unexpectedly found 
a painless nodule in the upper-left quadrant of her left breast. 
A pathological biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of TNBC. A 
combined treatment plan of surgery, CT, and radiotherapy was 
recommended.

The patient is a firm believer in TCM and voluntarily asked 
to incorporate acupuncture and herbal formula alongside 
conventional treatment after diagnosis and consultation with 
the oncologist and author. The patient had no history of any pre-
existing medical condition, neuropathy, cancer, or chemotherapy 
except for the low average hemoglobin level. She is a non-drinker 
and nonsmoker and lives a healthy lifestyle with an optimal body 
mass index. She noticed the asymptomatic painless nodule existed 
by accident when taking a shower. After breast sonography, tumor 
marker tests for breast cancer (CA-125), mammography, and 
needle aspiration biopsy, the diagnosis of TNBC staging T1N0M0 
was confirmed, which indicated no pathological or radiographic 
evidence of lymph nodes involvement and distant metastasis with 
a tumor size smaller than 2 cm in diameter [42]. She received a 
partial mastectomy followed by eight courses of CT (Adriamycin 
and Taxotere, four courses each) and 30-day radiotherapy.

NSP formation
Taxotere is a chemotherapeutic agent known for inducing 

muscle/joint pain [43,44], peripheral neuropathy [45,46], and 
CIN [47,48]. The NSP was customized and introduced two weeks 
before and seven days after each Taxotere administration based 
on the following:

• WBC’s lifespan ranges from 11 to 16 days (or two weeks on 
average). The maturation and storage of WBC account for 
the majority of the WBC’s life [49].

• The relationship between ANS and hematopoietic stem cell 
mobilization [15].

• PONAMS, the modified TCM and acupuncture theoretical 
framework [38].

including WBC [13-15]. These findings suggest an alternative 
solution to CIN to finish CT courses as scheduled without 
subjecting to G-CSF's tumorigenesis risks.

In-depth review of TNBC, CIN, G-CSF, and acupuncture's effects 
on autonomic activities, around 15%-20% of Breast Cancer (BC) 
are triple-negative [16]. TNBC is an invasive BC that responds 
poorly to hormonal or target therapy [17-20]. The clinical 
characteristics of TNBC are the aggressive nature, pathological 
heterogeneity, unfavorable prognosis, the specific pattern of lung 
and brain distant metastases [2,21], and a high recurrence rate 
after CT [17,22]. The recurrence rate of stage I-III TNBC patients 
is around 40% after completion of treatment [23] and the 5-year 
survival rate is poorer compared with patients with other types 
of BC [24-27].

Chemotherapeutic drugs commonly used to treat BC often 
cause various side effects, including CIN [28,29]. Clinically, G-CSF 
is the primary measure taken to initiate WBC hematopoiesis. 
However, reports found that G-CSF links to aggressive and poor 
prognostic secondary carcinogenesis [9,30,31] and raised concern 
about triggering additional tumor formation despite TNBC's high 
recurrence rate.

Innate immunity plays a critical role in forming an anti-tumor 
microenvironment and activating adaptive immune cells, such 
as T and B lymphocytes, that enhance BC treatment outcomes 
[32]. In addition, the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) and 
Parasympathetic Nervous System (PNS) have demonstrated 
physiological hematopoietic effects on various blood and immune 
cells [13,14] (Figure 1). Other researchers also reported that 
the activation of SNS is highly associated with WBC formation 
[15,33]. Therefore, endogenous hematopoiesis holds a less risky 
yet effective intervention than the G-CSF for managing CIN.

Figure 1: Excitation of SNS or PNS generates corresponding 
neurotransmitters that act on progenitors to differentiate 
and proliferate desired blood cells. SNS-noradrenaline-WBC 
(left) and PNS-acetylcholine-T/B lymphocytes (right) are 
two primary pathways associated with blood/immune cell 
hematopoiesis.
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• The oncologist judges whether G-CSF is required according 
to the previous WBC restoration rate, the study subject's 
preference, and the WBC count one week after each Taxotere 
injection.

Treatment timeline
The treatment timeline (Figure 2) was created primarily 

according to the time required for WBC hematopoiesis in the 
Bone Marrow (BM).

Figure 2: The protocol timeline and phases. Hematopoiesis was 
activated (activation phase) two weeks before the succeeding CT 
using NSP. The first week after Taxotere injection focuses on side 
effect management (management phase), followed by another 
14-day activation. Customizing diet/nutrient supplementation 
based on the subject’s demonstrating cold/heat/excess/
deficiency patterns.

Activation phase: The NSP started 14 days before the first 
and each following Taxotere injection to mobilize hematopoietic 
progenitor cells. A blood test was done before injection on the 
day of CT to decide whether the therapy may proceed. Oral folic 
acid (400 mg tablet/day) was added to the regimen to assist red 
blood cell formation for the subject’s low average hemoglobin.

Management phase: The drop in WBC count is anticipated 
after each CT. The management during this period focuses on 
side effects, such as poor appetite, nausea and vomiting, and 
fatigue, by daily acupuncture of ST 36, ST 39, PC 6, SP 3, and HT 7 
points. A blood sample was taken on the seventh day after each 
CT to monitor the WBC numbers. Resume another two weeks of 

 phase after the management phase.

Treatment procedure 
The NSP comprises five groups/steps of acupoint, an herbal 

formula (Table 1), and topical medical magnets application. The 
numbers in each group of points indicate the needling sequence. 
They must be successively followed to unblock the blockage and 
generate therapeutic momentum.

Many acupoints do not exist in traditional acupuncture and 
require accurate point location to gain the desired results.

Table 1: Ingredients and dosages of formula and collaborative 
effects with magnets.

Ingredients
and

Dosages

FuLing/12 g
GouTeng/12 g (cook the last)
BaiShao/9 g
ChaiHu/9 g
QiangHuo/9 g
HuangQi/9 g
ZhiGanCao/9 g

Magnets On Off
Time 7 am-9 pm 9 pm-7 am

Actions ANS/WBC PNA, T-cells/B-cells
Note: PONAMS-based herbal formula used in conjunction with 
acupuncture for WBC hematopoiesis. Topical magnets are 
required for SNS (Yang) excitation during designated hours in 
the daytime.

Acupuncture protocol: Choosing an appropriate treatment 
side is essential in obtaining the optimal outcome and avoiding 
unnecessary needling (Figure 3, an example of author's photo). 
The two lines, one (black) connects the midpoint of the anterior 
hairline (roughly DU 24) and glabella, and another (yellow) 
connects a depression under the nasal spine (roughly DU 26) and 
the highest point of the chin, are used to differentiate the ratio 
of right versus left face. The face on the convex portion (a more 
considerable amount) serves as the treatment side. The shallower 
nasolabial fold depth (right-hand side in Figure 3) can assist in 
verifying the ratio. This report uses the subject's left-hand face as 
the treatment side based on the same assessment. The acupoint 
combinations fall primarily on the left hand/foot and a few on the 
opposite side based on PONAMS Protocol-Forming Algorithms 
(PFA).

Figure 3: (Author’s profile) Two reference lines are used to 
determine the treatment side: The DU 24-glabella (black) and the 
DU 26-highest point of the chin (yellow). The convex portion of 
the face is the treatment side.

the activation
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Acupuncture was performed twice per week, 40 min/session. 
The needle length is determined by the amount of muscle 
associated with points. DBC needles (0.22 mm x 15 mm) were 
used for points in phalangeal bones. The 0.22 mm x 30 mm 
needles were used in the points in the metacarpal, metatarsal 
and around the wrist and ankle joints. The needling depth 
depends on the thickness of the muscle and is required to reach 
close/next to the underlying bones. The arrival of Qi (DeQi) is 
a prerequisite before introducing tonification or reduction. 
Practicing the tonification or reduction by tilting needle tips 
along or against the meridian flow direction by 6 degrees [50,51]. 
Re-stimulating each needle for 10-15 seconds every 10 minutes 
using the twist-whirl technique [52].

The first group of points (Figure 4): On the left Lung (LU) meridian 
and right ring finger. Point 1 is perpendicularly inserted, and the 
rest are reduced by tilting the needle tips toward the wrist/elbow 
with a 6 degrees inclination to go against the Lung (LU) meridian 
flow. Points 1 to 4 do not exist in traditional acupuncture and 
need practicing for accurate location. The second group of points 
(Figure 5): The points are on the left Pericardium (PC) meridian. 
Exercising reduction to all acupoints by inclining the needle tips 
toward the wrist/elbow to go against the PC meridian flow. Points 
1, 2 and 3 are not traditional acupoints. The third group of points 
(Figure 6): The acupoints are on the left Spleen (SP) meridian in 
the foot and the left hand. Among the five points, points 2 and 3 
are PONAMS's  points. Point 1 (SP4) is perpendicularly inserted. 
The rest of the points are tonified by tilting the needle tips 
toward the ankle or fingertips with a 6 degrees inclination. The 
fourth group of points (Figure 7): The points are on both hands. 
Point 1 is HT 5 (right hand) and is perpendicularly inserted, while 
Point 2 is on the left index finger, tonified by tilting the needle 
tips toward the fingertips. The fifth group of points (Figure 8) is 
identical to group two plus PC 6 on the left PC meridian. In this 
step, insert PC 6 perpendicularly, then apply tonification to the 
previously reduced points by 1) pulling up the needle to close 
to the skin surface but still in the tissue, 2) tilting the needle 
tips toward the fingertips with a 6 degrees inclination, and 3)  
re-inserting the needles to the desired depth with DeQi again.

Figure 4: Group 1 points on the left LU meridian and right ring 
finger. Perpendicular insertion for Point 1. The rest of the points 
are reduced by tilting the needle tips 6 degrees toward the wrist/
elbow. Source: Group 1_Point 1,   Group 1_Point 2, Group 1_Point 
3_4, Group 1_Point 5.

Figure 5: Group 2 points on the left PC meridian. Point 1 is on the 
left middle finger. Points 2 and 3 do not exist in the traditional 
acupoint system. Point 4 is identical to PC 7. Using the reduction 
method for all points. Source: Group 2_Point 1, Group 2_Point 
2_3, Group 2_Point 4.

Figure 6: Group 3 points are on the left index finger and the left 
foot. Perpendicular insertion for SP4 and tonification for the rest 
of the points by tilting needle tips 6 degrees towards the ankle/
fingertips. Source: Group 3_Point 1_3_4_5, Group 3_Point 2.

Figure 7: Group 4 points are on both hands. Point 1 is the right 
HT 5, and Point 2 is on the left index finger's distal phalanx. 
Perpendicular insertion for HT 5 and tonify the rest points by 
tilting the needle tip towards the fingertips. Source: Group 4_
Point 1_HT5, Group 4_Point 2.

https://youtu.be/ANDYWoQhiLA
https://youtu.be/enHbcX_OQd0
https://youtu.be/NWlyboU6PC8
https://youtu.be/NWlyboU6PC8
https://youtu.be/pn7IKJ8Yy98
https://youtu.be/cw5iRZAN4po
https://youtu.be/-rAInH4htKc
https://youtu.be/-rAInH4htKc
https://youtu.be/5GUdAuX2bCA
https://youtu.be/mMrWfJPMZJc
https://youtu.be/LOF6k5ManTI
https://youtu.be/9nYyjYWbP2s
https://youtu.be/9nYyjYWbP2s
https://youtu.be/lNxR1LLBUFI
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Figure 8: Points in this group are identical to group 2 plus left 
PC 6. Perpendicular insertion for PC 6 and replace the reduction 
method with tonification. Wait for 15 mins. Source: Group 5_
Point PC6.

Leaving the needles in place for fifteen to twenty minutes after 
finishing needling. The points of groups four and five, the Luo-
connecting points on PC 6 and HT 5, are keys to triggering WBC 
hematopoiesis. The therapeutic effect is to excite SNS activity and 
subsequent WBC proliferation and maturation by puncturing the 
two Luo-connecting points. The last step (Figure 9) is to remove 
two needles in the Luo-connecting points, left PC 6 and right HT 
5, and then re-stimulate the rest of the points. Figure 9 illustrates 
an overview of the points and needling angles. Stimulating 
acupoints without Luo-connecting points raises PNS activity and 
interrelated immune cell production. Again, waiting for additional 
fifteen minutes before removing all needles and finishing the 
treatment. In Group 5 and the last step, SNS (Yang) and PNS (Yin) 
activities are stimulated to restore the system's Yin-Yang balance 
without compromising the conventional CT courses.

Figure 9: The final step and overview. Remove HT 5 (right hand) 
and PC 6 (left hand) needles, then restimulate the rest needles. 
The blue and red dots indicate the needles left in the final step 
with various insertion angles.

PONAMS-based Herbal Formula (PHF) and topical magnets: 
Table 1 lists the ingredients and dosages of PHF and the timing 
of topical magnets to prolong and maintain the hematopoietic 
effect initiated by acupuncture. The topical medical magnets 
(Figure 10) work alongside PHF to direct the formula’s actions on 

either sympathetic activity (with magnets) or parasympathetic 
activity (without magnets). The ratio of applying magnets on PC 
6 s and HT 5 s during the daytime to without magnets at night 
is 14:10 to favor WBC hematopoiesis as the sleeping quality is 
undisturbed. In this case, the day (defined as 7 am-9 pm) matches 
a regular individual’s daily activity and leaves 9 pm to 7 am for 
resting at nighttime.

Figure 10: The magnets generate a constant magnetic field and 
stimulate acupoints to extend and maintain the therapeutic 
effects driven by acupuncture needles. 700-1500 Gauss (1000 
Gauss in this case) is adequate for point stimulation.

Results
Figure 11 shows the total WBC count on the day of CT before the 

Taxotere injection and the seventh day after the injection. In this 
case, Adriamycin caused nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite, and 
diarrhea with early signs of chemotherapy-induced peripheral 
neuropathy in fingers and leukopenia (2/a, 3,420/ml, the lowest). 
The NSP started 14 days before Taxotere administration (4/a), 
and the total WBC count reached 8,150/ml on the day of the first 
injection (5/b). In the following four-course of treatments, the 
total WBC count dropped as anticipated on the seventh day after 
each CT (5/a, 6/a, 7/a, 8/a), then increased significantly to the 
normal range on the day before the next injection (5/b, 6/b, 7/b, 
and 8/b) without receiving G-CSF.

Figure 11: Anticipated CIN was noted one week after CT (5/a, 
6/a, 7/a, 8/a). The WBC count increased substantially to the 
normal range in two weeks (6/b, 7/b, 8/b, finish) on the day 
before the subsequent treatment without administering G-CSF. 
The PONAMS' hematopoietic effects are similar to the average 
neutrophil recovery time (16 days, refer to the discussion) for 
those receiving G-CSF.

https://youtu.be/Pl9Nk0gO6uY
https://youtu.be/Pl9Nk0gO6uY
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Throughout the whole course of CT, the hemoglobin level 
was monitored to evaluate the NSP’s effect on red blood cell 
formation (Figure 12, left). The data showed that the hemoglobin 
level slightly increased over time. The body weight remained 
unchanged (Figure 12, right), indicating the GI tract side effects 
were adequately handled in the management phase. (Figure 13), 
the laboratory results demonstrated the accumulative toxicity 
of CT drugs to both organs’ functions. The trend lines sloped up 
(left, liver) and down (right, kidney) are expected with no side 
effects that require timely attention.

Figure 12: The low hemoglobin index (left) is the subject's 
baseline. Overall, the trend of the Hgb index sloped up as CT 
continued. The body weight (right) remained unchanged during 
the whole course of CT, suggesting the GI side effects were 
sufficiently handled by acupuncture.

Figure 13: The liver (left) and renal (right) function indices. The 
trend lines showed the liver and kidney functions deteriorated 
as CT continued, which is expected in individuals receiving 
chemotherapy. The lab data matches chemotherapeutic agents' 
accumulative toxicity on internal organs.

Discussion
In Figure 11, the WBC count rose considerably before each 

Taxotere administration without G-CSF. The WBC count reached 
8,120/9,750/5,890/7,870 count/ml before the first (5/b), second 
(6/b), third (7/b), and fourth (8/b) injection, respectively, 
despite the chemotherapeutic agent's progressive myelotoxicity. 
Furthermore, the CIN grades [53] turned less severe over time 
as CT continued and were disproportionate to the accumulative 
toxicity exhibited in the liver and renal function indices.

Yankelevich et al. [54] reported in a randomized clinical 
study that the time to neutrophil recovery (absolute neutrophil 
count>1,000/mm3) after receiving G-CSF is 16 days. The absolute 
neutrophil count is averagely equivalent to 4,000-6,000 WBC 
count/ml. Our data revealed a similar WBC/neutrophil recovery 
efficacy compared with the study results. The TNBC patient's 
WBC restoration rate and hemoglobin index suggest that 
hematopoiesis is manipulable by regulating SNS activity.

The NSP was customized based on the integration of 1) A 
modified TCM theoretical framework, 2) A clinically proven 
acupuncture point system, and 3) PONAMS's PFA.

Modified TCM theoretical framework
TCM claims to be a system that unifies humans and nature 

despite apparent discrepancies in its theory. Contrary to the 
natural law that almost all species require both genders to 
reproduce the next generations, the "mother-only" perception is 
not truthful to the law of nature [38]. Therefore, incorporating 
the concept of a "father" completes the fundamentals and leads 
to a constitutionally divergent approach. The father element can 
be best understood and introduced by analyzing the traditional 
five-element model.

Figure 14 illustrates that the fire element in the conventional 
five-element model (Figure 14, left) contains two relevant yet 
distinct elements, the sovereign (Small Intestine, SI/Heart, HT) 
and Ministerial fire (SanJiao, SJ/Pericardium, PC). The unevenly 
distributed elements do not support the state of balance from 
the structural, natural, and practical aspects. The generating-
controlling relationship raised critical thinking about inconsistent 
therapeutic outcomes caused by applying an imbalanced 
model and subsequent diagnosis and treatment. As a result, 
the traditional five-element was reformed, and a six-element  
(Figure 14, right) was established. The new model reallocates the 
twelve meridians evenly into six elements to reach a geometric 
and structural balance. Furthermore, each element is being 
"pointed at" (generated) by the "father and mother" to reflect 
the facts of nature. The treatment principle, therefore, turned 
from "tonifying the mother element" to "Tonifying the Parents 
(TP)" of a deficient element.

Figure 14: (Left) The conventional fire element (bold circle) 
contains two paired meridians (SJ/PC and SI/HT) that result in 
an imbalanced state and may contribute to potential therapeutic 
inconsistency. (Right) The new six-element model redistributes 
twelve meridians into six elements that match the state of balance 
and the law of nature. Each element is "generated" by father and 
mother elements (two solid arrows) to reflect that both genders 
are required to reproduce next generations in almost all species. 
The dotted arrows indicate the assisting elements to the following 
counterclockwise elements.

Increasing evidence supports that the ANS is crucial in 
signaling and regulating hematopoiesis besides cytokines and 
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neurotransmitters [13,55]. For two main reasons, TCM's BL 
and KI meridians are comparable to SNS and PNS. First, BL/KI 
attribution is water, and water is the proof and the origin of life 
on Earth, including humans. Second, the BL and KI meridians run 
symmetrically and exteriorly-interiorly through the brain and 
along the spinal cord, where vital physiological functions are 
governed. Relating the SNS to BL (Yang) and the PNS to KI (Yin) 
renders ANS activity regulation clinically feasible by tonifying or 
reducing BL/KI. The parent element to the water, the sovereign, 
and Ministerial fire in the six-element are the two primary 
elements that increase or decrease ANS activity for desired 
hematopoiesis.

Evidence-based acupuncture point system
In PONAMS, there are nine acupuncture points on each 

meridian at various levels of the arms and legs. Each point on a 
specific meridian reflects a different body part that was clinically 
verified with a minimum of 70% pain relief effect [56,57]. 
Anatomical landmarks remain the universal standard of point 
locations to avoid discrepancies among practitioners using Cun, 
ratio, or proportion. In Chinese, "acupoint (穴)" is a den, hole, 
or cave [58]. It explicitly features an acupuncture point situated 
in a depression or concavity next to anatomical landmarks 
formed by bones, tendons, muscles, or combinations. Point 
location accuracy and tonification/reduction methods, the same 
as selecting indicated medication and dosage in conventional 
medicine, are keys to successfully treating diseases under the 
PFA’s guidance.

Protocol-forming algorithms 
The PFA is the ground rule developed from integrated 

conventional medicine and the meridian system that guides 
acupuncture and formula treatment [55]. For instance, the 
signaling of WBC formation and maturation are in the brain 
(central) that acts on BM (peripheral). The clinical approach 
comprises selecting associated meridians, corresponding 
acupoints and needling sequence and appropriate tonification/
reduction to accomplish hematopoiesis. The point combinations 
and needling sequence are imperative to managing intractable 
disorders, including hematopoiesis. The meridian system is a 
successively interconnected network. When the free flow is 
interrupted at any site, it impedes the meridian's free flow and 
creates an imbalance. Hence, finding the origin of obstruction and 
unblocking the blockage is fundamental to cause management 
as well as symptomatic relief. In many cases, an obstructed 
meridian may or may not be resolved due to the nature of the 
blockage. Introducing the meridian linkage can "detour" the 
blocked (diseased) meridian by utilizing one or several related 
meridians. Meridian linkage provides an instant bypass to resume 
the free flow and reduce congestion. The assisting element, the 
next clockwise element to the diseased meridian in the new six-
element, is tonified to increase the flow volume on the bypass to 
expedite the decongestion while TP repairs the diseased meridian. 
Meridian linkage, Tonifying Assisting Element (TAE), and TP are 
the core procedures for resolving the cause and symptoms.

Universal acupuncture requirements

Considerations of acupuncture, PHF and magnets
In the six-element model, the PC and HT meridians are the 

“parents” of the water meridians (BL/KI). Excitation of SNS 
(tonifying BL meridian) can be best achieved using the PC and HT 
meridians [60]. When tonifying a Yang meridian via Yin meridians, 
the Luo-connecting points must be added as a portal to navigate 
the tonification from Yin to Yang [61]. In this case, PC 6 and HT 5 
direct the tonifying effect from Yin (KI/PNS) to Yang (BL/SNS) and 
trigger WBC hematopoiesis (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Exciting ANS can modulate hematopoiesis by tonifying 
the PC and HT, the parent elements of BL/KI. The Luo-connecting 
point is the portal to either SNS (with) or PNS (without) excitation, 
depending on what type of blood cells the body requires.

Unlike traditional TCM formulating principles, PHF is 
compounded according to PONAMS modified theoretical 
framework and treatment principles. Therefore, analyzing a PHF’s 
ingredients and interpreting the formula’s actions to explore the 
pharmaceutical mechanisms would be inappropriate and should 
be avoided.

Magnets deliver constant and consistent magnetic stimulation 
to Luo-connecting points, making them suitable to assist the 
long-term hematopoietic momentum when combining PHF. 
As shown in Table 1, magnet application during the daytime is 
responsible for SNS excitation (Yang) and the subsequent WBC 
hematopoiesis. The nighttime PHF without magnets escalates 
the PNS level (Yin) for quality sleep and immune cell production. 
The bilateral modulation of BL/SNS and KI/PNS fits conventional 
medicine’s practice and adheres to the treatment principle of 
tonifying Yin and Yang deficiency syndromes.

Four universal requirements must be met on top of the
diagnosis, point combination, and needling sequence to obtain
consistent therapeutic success. These are: 1) Precision point
location, 2) The arrival Qi (DeQi), 3) Adequate needling depth,
and 4) Appropriate tonification/reduction methods [50,51,59].
The requirements share the same essential fundamentals as in
TCM and acupuncture that cannot be overly addressed and are
vital to complex cases. The therapeutic momentum can be
amplified and maintained as acupuncture's fundamentals are
correctly practiced.
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By applying NSP during cancer treatment and continuing PHF 
as the sole maintenance regimen after CT and radiotherapy, the 
subject re-checked every six months and has remained cancer-
free since May 2017.

Conclusion
The data showed WBC count increased substantially before 

each Taxotere administration without G-CSF or delaying, dose-
limiting, or premature termination of CT. The subject remains 
cancer-free five years after the completion of conventional 
therapy. The outcome demonstrated an evidence-based clinical 
result that ANS, immune reactions, and hematopoiesis could 
be effectively regulated via designated acupuncture and herbal 
formula protocols in a TNBC patient.

Neural-hematopoiesis lineage has been well-supported by a 
surging amount of clinical data. Our report implies the acupuncture 
and herbal formula's potential for reducing or replacing the usage 
of G-CSF, managing autonomic dysfunctions, cancer treatment, 
 immune   reactions,  and    autoimmune  disease  management. 
A more in-depth and larger-scale clinical experiment needs to be 
conducted to verify the protocol's efficacy in the above medical 
conditions.
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